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dear partner,
Dear customer,
dear companion,

With HEPP Best-of-Vol.1, we want to give our shared pas-

Thinking outside the box, we introduce individuals to you

sion for upscale dining culture a new forum.

who motivate because they make a difference.

We want to inspire you, to give you exciting ideas, innovations and concepts.

Thilo Müller, Product Manager for the hotel business unit,
will delve deeper with you into HEPP’s exciting product

The industry is continuing to evolve. Individuality plays a

world.

more important role than ever.

The focus here is on the unique SEQUENCE buffet concept. It is an outstanding concept thanks to its modular

While stylistic inconsistencies were previously unthinkable,

nature, ﬂexibility, user-friendliness and superior design.

they are now a culinary staple. We are offering you the
platform to stand out on the market and create a unique

Reliability and quality combined with ingenuity, the devel-

and sophisticated atmosphere in your home.

opment of stylish and timeless products, are still the foundation of shared success.

We are also aware, of course, that it’s not only the design

W W W . H E P P. D E

hepp – the art of service
Bringing art, the traditional and the modern,
the timeless and the contemporary together.
With every idea. With every development.
With every product. Since 1863.

that has to be convincing. What is the use of the most

We have a rich array of product styles for you and hope

beautiful product if it’s not suitable for daily use?

you enjoy reading through them.
Warm greetings from Birkenfeld
YOUR HEPP TEAM

new brand awareness
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HEPP and the world of art
For over 150 years, HEPP has been

and is one of the leading providers in

striving to bring the traditional and

ﬁne dining and buffets and not just

the modern, the timeless and the con-

one of the market leaders in diversity

temporary together. The inventor of

of supply.

hotel silverware is well known for its
exceptional products from the highly
demanding repertoire and for distinguished works with renowned product
designers. With its incomparable table
compositions and sophisticated am-

that fascinates, touches and recre-

SHOWING THE WAY
FORWARD ARE –
A NEW PIONEERING
SPIRIT

ates what is already there: the natural
elegance and breathtaking beauty of
the HEPP world.

First came the idea. Development

bience, the HEPP brand is one of the

is not always linear. Particularly not

global leaders in ﬁne dining culture.

when it has been asserted that there

“IN THE LAST
150 YEARS, HEPP
HAS FOUND GLORY
TIME AND AGAIN”,

NO INTERCHANGEABLE LOOK,
BUT A NEW WORLD
OF EXPERIENCE

is a leading solutions provider with
added value in the ﬁeld of global
premium outﬁtters to the hotel and

HEPP’s product world. Hotels are

catering trade, airlines and system

also artfully staged: with an attractive

catering. Preliminary results are be-

design concept, hotel and catering

Thomas Heinen, General Manager of

ing critically scrutinized, discarded,

businesses also promise a better cus-

the Hotel Business Unit, proudly says

re-adopted, modiﬁed, discussed with

tomer experience.

of the history of the long-established

customers – and it is often a com-

brand. The new brand presence em-

pletely new thought, a new idea that

The personal touch and the fact they

phasizes the extraordinary signiﬁ-

provides the result required.

are easy to recognize are part of a

cance of HEPP’s product world: They

holistic, strategic approach to design.

are staged as artobjects to underline

It takes courage to step out of familiar

the global ﬁrst-class standard of the

frames of reference and a combina-

brand.

tion of diverse skills and personalities,
a symbiosis of a wealth of experience

This “state-of-the-art” thinking is

and an unbiased approach.

ART AS A FIXED
COMPONENT OF
CORPORATE COMMUNICATION

is also used to provide an experience

still HEPP’s credo today too – still in
conjunction with the highest quality

This is how exciting new looks also ap-

and as trademarks. This achieves an

standards and functionality. Design

peared in 2017 that are convincing in

integrated implementation of the

and practicality form a single entity

their range of styles.

brand and recognition factors, a
unique character reﬂecting the cor-

at HEPP and will never be separated.
Long-term use and supply are equal-

The new brand presence emphasiz-

porate values and thus standing out

ly exceptional. HEPP is a trend setter

es the extraordinary signiﬁcance of

clearly from the competition.

hepp international
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HEPP and the world of art
Looking back
HORECAVA trade fair

INTERNORGA trade fair

January 9-12, 2017 in Amsterdam

from March 17-21, 2017 in Hamburg

The HEPP brand was again represented at the 60th edition
of the HORECAVA trade fair that took place from January 9-12 in Amsterdam, together with the porcelain manufacturer SCHÖNWALD. Over 700 exhibitors use this, the
most important trade fair for the Dutch market, to showcase their centerpieces to the many visitors from the trade.

The INTERNORGA trade fair in Hamburg also once again
proved to be an important meeting point for the hospitality sector this year. Around 96,000 visitors from the trade
visited the exhibition halls over ﬁve days to get information about the latest trends in the hotel and catering sector, community food services, and bakeries.

AMBIENTE trade fair February 10-14, 2017

HEPP’s new brand launched was under the motto, THE

in Frankfurt am Main

ART OF SERVICE, and caught the eye of the crowds. “Our

The HEPP brand used its presence at the AMBIENTE trade
fair that took place from February 10-14, 2017 in Frankfurt am Main to welcome its many international contacts.
A lounge was speciﬁcally set up for this purpose where
exciting discussions could be held in a calm atmosphere.

reworked brand identity of HEPP that appeared in print
media and speciﬁcally on the exhibition stand was widely
acclaimed and praised,” said a delighted Ms Schmidt.
HEPP also launched MESCANA, its new cutlery model
(see photo on p. 14) as well as its accessories for the SEQUENCE buffet system (see photo on p. 6).

2017 Host Milano 2018 Intergastra Stuttgart · Internorga Hamburg · FHA Singapore
NRA Show Chicago · Equip‘Hotel Paris · Host Milano · Ambiente Frankfurt

New look for HEPP stand
- Hotelex Shanghai

An eye-catcher: HEPP Silverware

Artful staging
of HEPP products on pillars
at the 2017 Internorga stand.

hepp international
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The modular Sequence buffet
concept scales new heights
with the new stylish stands.

Cutlery presentation
at the Hotelex
in Shanghai

Hotelex in
ShAnghai

Internorga 2017:
the HEPP stand with a
new market presence
for the first time

Internorga 2017 sets of
cutlery, Hamburg

A new look for our classical range
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Baguette – An Evergreen

partum – TRUE TO ITS NATURE

AURA – THE ELEGANT ONE

Profile – The original

Classic and all-purpose, Baguette sets benchmarks for

Elegant bevelling along the centre line combined with a

The Aura collection with its sensual radiance represents

Make yourself stand out as a host with the cutlery model that

style. These benchmarks embody timeless shapes and

polished surface spread shimmering reﬂected light across

elegance and emotive shapes. The soft lines create cutlery

can also be supplied as a sophisticated standing version. By

functions, rooted in a pioneering spirit which Baguette has

your laid table. Simplicity is the highest form of reﬁnement.

that ﬁts your hand like a glove and has a unique feel. Aura

reducing its features to the essential, “Proﬁle” provides a

awakens your senses.

succinct expression of quality and condensed practicality.

represented from its very beginnings.

Be inspired
– you can ﬁnd other
collections online at
HEPP.de or in the current
collections catalog.

2017 innovations
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SEQUENCE is aiming high
Shallow and deep, large and small – this buffet collection can be combined in a variety of stylish ways and used to create
striking centerpieces that will inspire your guests. And for even greater visual impact, the modular collection can be added

Drinks cooler

to and rearranged in any way you like. Perfect!

Drinks cooler
57.0184.6040

Label
holder

57.0161.9990
Label holder hanging/
holding device at the
front

cutlery holder
57.0188.6040

57.0161.9991
Label holder standing/
holding device at the
rear

Hygienic protection
57.0168.9990
The four new stars among stands in different sizes and shapes by HEPP. Fruit, snacks or sweets can be beautifully served
on this exquisite stand.

stand s-xs
57.0182.6040

stand 3L

stand L-M-S

inserts not included

inserts not included

57.0179.6040

inserts not included

57.0180.6040

stand m-s
57.0181.6040

inserts not included

Ice bucket
57.0186.9990

interview
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thilo
müller
PRODUCT MANAGER
WITH PASSION

Thilo Müller has learned the business from scratch: he has
an in-depth understanding of stainless steel from his training as an industrial mechanic. Furthermore, as a mechanical engineer, he was able to get to know all sectors such
as planning, construction and development in depth.His
many years working in project management are also ideally suited to his career.
In 2007, he ﬁnally began to work as a Product Manager for
the WMF Group’s hotel business unit with this wide-ranging
knowledge base as a solid foundation. His remit includes
comprehensive support for and further development of
the buffet product range, driving the pool of ideas, pricing
and streamlining the product line.

Thilo Müller is always enthused about guiding people
through the exciting product development process using
over 20 interfaces. This wide range of activities and insights
that this job brings with it, particularly design and development, are the decisive factors that are crucial for him.
Thilo Müller very much enjoys his work in product development for industrial production with the feeling of being
close to the trade.This also includes discovering and accepting new materials and also re-discovering existing materials. Of course, he also has to take a rational look here
at ﬁgures and production processes. Thilo Müller lives this
exciting contrast day in, day out.

ONE HIGHLIGHT OF HIS CAREER IS
THE SEQUENCE BUFFET CONCEPT
“With its clear and calm geometrical shape that offers so
many options in terms of appearance and design with its

He sees the premise of his work as generating needs on

asymmetry, without being intrusive. The materials likewise

the market with entirely new products and doing this as far

complement and reinforce one another here wonderfully,

as possible way before other competitors on the market.

as well as through their shape. They nevertheless remain a

He loves developing charming products – particularly with

discreet, background presence to make room for the food,

additional functions or combinations designed to involve

which is what it’s about! We are now seeing the stands for

the customer in enjoying eating and drinking. He sees his

SEQUENCE increase, which is down to its lovely, ﬁne struc-

responsibility as a Product Manager by supporting and not

ture, a dream. I’d very much like to bring it into my own

displacing food. Herein also lies the crucial difference in

home... the small stands at least.”

design with function and added value.
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innovations

Well-loved and
drunk cold.
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HEPP

We are constantly in pursuit of the latest design ideas
and trends on behalf of our customers. Here you will ﬁnd
a selection of the hottest new arrivals from HEPP.
Be the ﬁrst to discover the highlights among the new
products – here and now!

BELL

Thermo

Vacuum jug, stainless steel

Chrome

Bottlecooler

57.0191.6040 0,35l

58.4517.9083 1.0l

58.4517.9101

57.0192.6040 0,6l

58.4517.9084 1.5l

57.0193.6040 1,0l

Chocolate metallic

57.0194.6040 1,5l

58.4517.9085 1.0l
58.4517.9086 1.5l

Vacuum jugs - their insulating effect guarantees deli-

- High-quality stainless steel outer body - VPE 2

A very contemporary bottle cooler with elegant soft-

cious-tasting and, importantly, hot coffee, tea and other

- Unique Aroma Diamond® vacuum liner in glass

touch surface. Extra cooling capacity is achieved through

drinks over a period of up to twelve hours.

- Safer to handle due to the soft touch handle element

an integrated cooling gel. Put in freezer compartment

- QUICK TIP lock - Drip-free pouring

before use.

PRESto PRESIDENT

Pump vacuum jug

Pump vacuum jug, 3.0l

58.4517.9099 1,9l

58.4517.9096

58.4517.9100 3,0l
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- One-handed operation, measures portions accurately
- 12 hours hot/24 hours cold

FLOW SLIM
Cooling carafe, 1.0l

Bottle cooler

Ice cube holder

58.4517.9024

58.4517.9098

58.4517.9097

- Very good insulation with double-walled, stainless steel liner

Bottle coolers – High-quality design

- With double-walled, stainless steel vacuum liner

- Extremely high pump performance

- Extremely high pump performance

Carafes – fresh fruit gives the drink

and unique cooling pack for extra

- Easy to handle for ﬁlling and cleaning

- Rotating base and adjustable storage area

that little bit extra. On summer days

cooling capacity. With FLOW cool-

Ice cube trays – a stylish accessory and

- Accurate dosage due to its smooth pump mechanism

- Easy to handle for ﬁlling and cleaning

and in between times, an elegant ca-

ing element for optimum cooling

a perfectly shaped eye-catcher. The

- 12 hours hot/24 hours cold

rafe is a stylish way of serving drinks.

capacity.

ice tongs can be ﬁxed to the lid.

the world of surface technology
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the world of
surface
technology
Special shapes of surface treatment create that certain something for a harmonious and unique ambience. The range of
treatment options is immense: whether
glass-beaded, stone-washed, PVD-coated, brushed, part-treated, stamped, silver-plated or treated in any other manner,
HEPP has the right solution for the customer’s every wish.

the world of surface technology

PVD COLOR COATING –
SIMPLY OUTSTANDING.
Stylishly different – Stand out from the ordinary with this

Best of HEPP 2017–2018 vol. 1
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FULL OF CHARACTER
STAND OUT WITH
STONE-WASHING.

elegant and color-intensive surface coating and give your

Every item a one-off. The stone-washing method gives the

pieces of cutlery a striking note. With four unusual color

pieces of cutlery a striking vintage character. No piece of

options in copper, gold, anthracite and pale gold, your cut-

cutlery resembles the other any longer after machine treat-

lery will add new stylish accents to any table.

ment. These unique items instead have their own characteristics that ensure a unique look, particularly when combined with rustic or antique china and glassware.

SILVER-PLATED – UNIQUE BRILLIANCE IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN.

GLASS-BEADED –
A SATIN FINISH.

HEPP is regarded as the innovator of hotel silverware. A

Glass-beading creates silk matt nuances. Small glass beads

production process has been developed over the last 150

interact with the cutlery or other stainless steel products

years with seamless process steps: robust stainless steel

at high speed and under great pressure. In doing so, they

18/10 is inseparably bound to a silver coating in an elec-

produce a soft shine that comes into its own particularly

troplating bath. The result is a classy look with a soft shine

when combined with elegant table arrangements.

and highly reﬂective properties.
On request and as required, our company’s own repair and
refurbishing service provides support and helps extend the
products’ service life even further – so your favorite pieces
can become a timeless companion.

teatime
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Stands by HEPP
celebrating the taste of tea
at many levels
Afternoon tea: culinary trend

various coffee pots, tea pots and

savory snacks, then scones and then

with tradition

milk jugs as well as tea strainers

pastries or chocolates on the top

and

stand.

The ﬁve-o’clock tea has for a long time
not just been a tradition in England,
but very much a trend on the international hotel and catering scene. To
give the age-old British way of life a
contemporary zeitgeist, perfection is
a must when selecting the tea and in
its aroma and its delicate companion.
An appropriate framework for presentation is also needed for a stylishly
conﬁdent afternoon tea.
The afternoon tea stands in HEPP’s
high-grade stainless steel create a
large platform for the various delicacies: in addition to the tea service,
delicate sandwiches with an extravagant garnish, warm scones with luscious clotted cream and fruity jam
as well as other small dainties are to
be found on four stands. The nibbles are “crowned” either with a
traditional, soft arch with or without
a stylish button or a ﬁligree, stylish
lace design – a gleaming eye-catcher
near the table in every instance. To
complete the afternoon feast, caterers
and hoteliers can fall back on suitable accessories from HEPP’s entire
product range: from smaller universal stands and plates for arranging

sugar

bowls

to

champagne

coolers for the luxury tea ceremony.
Afternoon tea came into existence
in the early 19th century, and Anna
Maria Stanhope is considered to have
invented it. The many hours between
breakfast and dinner appeared much
too long for Queen Victoria’s lady-in-waiting. Ravished by hunger,
she resorted to having a few snacks
prepared in the afternoons.
Today, the ritual is celebrated almost everywhere throughout the
world in many different ways, where
the origin of the tradition as regards
the quality of drinks and food and
their harmonious presentation has
always been preserved. Once the
guests are seated and have selected their favorite type of tea from
the extensive menu, the ceremony
can begin. With HEPP’s new, generously-sized afternoon tea stands,
the waiting staff can display the tea
service at the same time as the specialties. The lowest stand holds the
teapot and milk jug, sugar bowls and
cups, while the food is set out on
plates in the traditional order: ﬁrst,
savory treats such as sandwiches and
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HEPP COLLECTIONS
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the past fused
with the future
tradition

Exclusive

HEPP’s

collections

–

notably

Whether for a bar, buffet or more

HEPP ELEMENTS found in the 2018

formal dining, the various HEPP

new collection – are a byword for a

collections comprise not only the

reﬁned, timeless taste that knows

basics, but also a range of accesso-

no bounds. Mixing styles takes cour-

ries to cover the needs of any large

age and beautifully shaped objects

dinner table. Our most prominent

inspire good spirits. When it comes

design features are the distinctive

to creating an elegant ambience, its

handles, knobs and bases of our

individual pieces – ranging from pots

products. Each collection features its

through to lanterns – leave nothing

very own distinctive design in every

to be desired.

piece. Each collection boasts consistency of form, a wide range of func-

The high-quality components made

tional details and exclusive, contem-

of 18/10 stainless steel are also com-

porary elegance.

vision

Arte

plemented with elements of porcelain and wood, which further accen-

Harmonious design and functional

tuate the variety of the collection.

all-round solutions. Whether classi-

Countless variations are possible.

cally elegant or stylishly individual
– it’s the ability to offer caterers and

HEPP collections are developed as

hoteliers throughout the world a har-

creative components for ﬁne dining.

monious design with maximum creative freedom.
profile

excellent

HEPP ELEMENTS
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HEPP Elements –
The collection SPIRIT
lives on in 2018

Even the stringent look makes it so
easy: HEPP ELEMENTS skillfully enters into a liaison with a wide range of
materials. Easily combined and brilliant in their modular composition.
Contemporary form meets concrete
look and stainless steel. Space-saving like no other: explore HEPP’s new
collection.
HEPP ELEMENTS combines purist
expediency with aesthetics to create
perfection.

HEPP ELEMENTS is aimed at hoteliers with the courage to try something unusual, who want to stand
out from the crowd and create clear
unique selling points.
Dichotomy justiﬁes its attractiveness:
stainless steel and concrete combine
to create a harmonious whole. Industrial style meets elegance.
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Design, quality and individualization
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Design, quality and
individualization
Traditional craftsmanship combined with contemporary
design from Germany.
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As beautiful as the day you
bought them: making the
new from the old.
Do you want the items you value to shine with a new luster?

utensils, we provide exclusive repair and refurbishing ser-

Then it’s time for our specialist expertise. HEPP offers a

vices for your products. For example, polishing, matting and

unique and multifaceted range of repair services. From

sandblasting, ﬂattening and leveling. Renewing the serrat-

Handcrafted is best. Our broad expertise in processing

fulﬁlled in a lot of manual operations. From the best mate-

welding and soldering silver jugs, handles and hinges

ed edges of knives or laser stamping are available as well as

metal arts is used in ﬂattening, soldering, welding, and sil-

rials and with attention to detail. Nothing is more constant

through to the complete re-silvering of tablets, jugs and

hard stamping and engraving. Timeless, beautiful tableware

ver and gold-plating. This is also the reason why our cus-

than change. There are things that money just can’t buy

other serving utensils. Whether for sets of cutlery or serving

can also be treated and worked on according to your spe-

tomers come back time and again to our special craftsman-

because they are reminiscent of special occasions or partic-

ship: they value good workmanship and take advantage

ular people. Many of our customers have such an item: not

of our offer on ﬁnishing speciﬁcations. HEPP is not just a

available on the market, therefore worth refurbishing. We

byword for good design, but also for traditional production

maintain material and emotional values and our customers

methods. The result being that many customers’ needs are

have a treasured history associated with each item.

ciﬁc wishes.

THANK YOU
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Visit us
online

…we would like to thank all our business partners who have

We are looking forward to working with you on many new

accompanied us on our way for their effective and success-

joint projects, innovations and over the next few years.

ful collaboration.

Your HEPP team

www.hepp.de

proHeq GmbH
HEPP
Carl-Benz-Straße 10
75217 Birkenfeld
Germany
Phone: +49 7231 4885 100
Fax: +49 7231 4885 190
www.hepp.de · info@hepp.de
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